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A preliminary version of this paper has been presented in the 2010 IEEE International Conference 

on Wireless Communications, Networking and Information Security (IEEE WCNIS 2010) [1]. This 

paper provides a more detailed analysis of the proposed link stability estimation algorithm, extends the 

simulation results, and also proposes an application of the link stability estimation scheme to routing 

protocols of mobile ad hoc networks. 
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Abstract - Link stability issue is significant in many aspects, especially for the route selection 

process in mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs). Most previous works focus on the link stability in static 

environments, with fixed sampling windows which are only suitable for certain network topologies. In 

this paper, we propose a scheme to estimate the link stability based on link connectivity changes, 

which can be performed on the network layer, without the need of peripheral devices or low layer data. 

We adopt a variable sized sampling window and propose a method to estimate the link transition rates. 

The estimation scheme is not restricted to specific network topologies or mobility models. After that, 

we propose a routing method which adjusts its operating mode based on the estimated link stability. 

Simulation results show that the proposed scheme can provide correct estimation in both stationary and 

non-stationary scenarios, and the presented routing protocol outperforms conventional routing schemes 

without link stability estimation. 

 

Keywords - Link stability; mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs); probabilistic model; routing 

protocol 
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1 Introduction 

Many design issues in mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) are challenging due to the dynamic 

characteristics of the networks. Links can be unstable due to the random property of the wireless 

channel (e.g. fading, shadowing or noise) which affect the network performance significantly, 

especially for the routing process [2-5, 8]. Hence, link stability estimation methods are worth to be 

studied. 

In [6] and [7], the notion of associativity, used as a metric to evaluate the link stability, was defined 

as the number of consecutive beacons. This method is simple; however it relies on some experimentally 

chosen parameters that have large influence on its performance, and is unstable in some scenarios. In 

[9], a network utility maximization problem was formulated by decomposing the input rate control and 

the scheduling problem under stability constraints. This is a rather complicated linear programming (LP) 

problem by introducing scheduling mechanism, after that it was relaxed to a simpler form under certain 

assumptions. However, fixed scheduling rates per link is not always true especially in MANETs. 

In [10], a probabilistic model was used to evaluate the link stability by redefining the link 

availability as the conditional probability that a link remains connected throughout a specific time 

period, given that it is currently connected. This concept is extended in [11] and [12] for multicast 

scenarios; however, the link stability prediction schemes proposed in [10−12] are based on the random 

walk or random way point model and require the prior knowledge of some parameters of the mobility 

model. In [13], the authors presented a pattern matching based approach to predict link quality 

variation. This approach does not require the use of any external hardware, and relies simply on Signal 

to Noise Ratio (SNR) measurements. The nodes monitor and store the links’ SNR values to their 

neighbors in order to obtain a time series of SNR measurements. When a prediction on the future state 

of a link is required, the node looks for similar SNR patterns to the current situation in the past (time 

series) using a cross-correlation function. The matches found are then used as a base for the prediction. 

Most link stability estimation schemes in the literatures [10−14] are based on low layer measurements, 

such as RSS; however, collecting and analyzing low layer data is generally more complex than only 

considering the link connectivity, which is accomplished on the network layer. Several literatures focus 
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on Global Positioning System (GPS) based mobility prediction schemes [15-16]. These methods predict 

the concrete geographical locations and velocity of nodes; however, GPS devices are not cost effective 

and restricted in many short range or indoor applications. 

In MANETs, nodes communicate with each other by forming a multi-hop network in a 

decentralized manner without the aid of any pre-existing infrastructure. Ad-hoc networks have to face 

several challenges, such as dynamic topology, real-time communication, resource constraint, 

bandwidth management and packet broadcast overhead, thus making it complicated to design routing 

protocols [17-22]. There have been many routing protocols developed for MANET over the past few 

years, which can be generally classified into position-based and topology-based routing protocols. 

Position-based routing protocols select paths based on geographical information with geometrical 

algorithms. Topology-based routing protocols, which can be further divided into proactive, reactive 

and hybrid routing protocols [23, 24], select paths based on topological information. In proactive 

routing protocols such as optimized link state routing (OLSR) and destination sequenced distance 

vector (DSDV), every node knows a route to every other node all the time. There is no latency, 

however permanent maintenance of unused routes increases the control overhead. This type of 

protocols suits for the situation of low node mobility and high traffic load. Reactive protocols, such as 

ad-hoc on demand distance vector (AODV) and dynamic source routing (DSR), compute a route only 

when it is needed. This reduces the control overhead but introduces latency for the first packet to be 

sent due to the time needed for the on-demand route setup. This protocol is appropriate for high node 

mobility and low traffic load. Hybrid routing protocols, such as zone routing protocol (ZRP) and 

hybrid wireless mesh protocol (HWMP), try to combine the advantages of both the philosophies: 

proactive is used for near nodes or often used paths, while reactive routing is used for more distant 

nodes or less often used paths [25, 26]. Many of these routing protocols use shortest path algorithm 

with minimum hop count to reduce transmission latency and error rate. However, studies show that 

the shortest path is not necessarily the best path. Selecting a route based on the shortest hop-count 

metric without considering link stability leads to frequent route failures. Since link stability and 
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routing selection have some joint effects on the network performance, these two methods are worth to 

be studied. 

In recent years, many literatures focus on routing protocols design. In [6], the authors proposed a 

Quality of Service (QoS) routing with throughput and delay constraints, and then the destination can 

select the link with the highest route stability value to reply to the source each time. In [18], the 

authors proposed a scheme for multipath multicast routing in MANETs to select neighbors with high 

reliability pair factor based on minimum value of reliability pair factor of a path. However, the link 

state varies with time, and it is rather complex to select paths for dynamic topology for [6] and [18]. 

In [22], the authors presented a greedy-based backup routing (GBR) protocol to improve route 

stability in mobile ad hoc networks. Route discovery for the primary path is mainly based on greedy 

forwarding; therefore, a primary path established in GBR approximately achieves the smallest hop 

count which turns back to the hop based routing strategy.  

In this paper, we propose a scheme to estimate the link stability and apply the proposed estimation 

scheme to routing protocols. We first propose a mathematical model for link stability, and then 

propose a method to estimate the parameters of the link connectivity model. A variable sized sampling 

window is adopted to make the estimation scheme applicable for both stationary and non-stationary 

scenarios. Afterwards, we propose a routing method with link stability estimation and compare the 

packet transmission effectiveness among different routing protocols in MANETs. Different from 

previous literatures that focused on routing design, our routing protocol neither adopts the shortest 

hop count method nor greedily selects the links with highest route stability value, it dynamically 

switches among different routing protocols according to the channel state, which is easy for 

implementation. The proposed link stability estimation and routing schemes are not restricted to 

certain network topologies, and they do not require prior information about the mobility model of the 

network. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the link connectivity model 

(LCM) used for link stability estimation. Section 3 gives detailed description of the proposed link 
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stability estimation scheme and presents a routing method with link stability estimation. Section 4 

shows the simulation results. Section 5 summarizes the paper. 

2 Link Connectivity Model 

In this section, we propose a probabilistic model to describe the connectivity of a link. Based on 

this model, the metrics to evaluate the link stability are outlined. 

2.1 Model Construction 

Let i and j denote arbitrary nodes in the network, a packet sending from Node i to Node j at an 

arbitrary time instant t can be successfully received by Node j if the following Signal-to-Interference-

plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) condition is satisfied: 
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where Nj denotes the additive background noise at the receiver of Node j, Pi (t) denotes the transmitting 

power of Node i, gij (t) is the channel gain from Node i to Node j, VI (t) is the set of interfering nodes 

transmitting at the same time instant t, and βj is the SINR requirement for the receiver of Node j to 

successfully decode a packet. When (1) is satisfied, the link from Node i to Node j (denoted by i → j) 

is connected at time t. If the two nodes’ wireless channel characteristics are almost identical, Link i → 

j can be considered as bi-directional link denoted by Link i ↔ j. 

Due to the random properties of the wireless channels, the connectivity of Link i ↔ j can be 

denoted by the process 
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As in [27, 28], when only considering the radio channel characteristics, Xij (t) has the Markov 

property. The link connectivity is mainly affected by the radio channel characteristics when both nodes 

are fixed or move at a fairly low speed. The probability of incorrect reception of a packet is generally 

indicated by the error probability, which is independent of whether the previous packet has been 

received successfully.  
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We regard Xij (t) as the output of a two-state continuous-time Markov chain. We call this Markov 

chain the continuous time link connectivity model (CTLCM) for Link i ↔ j. The transition rate from 

State 0 to State 1 is denoted by λij (t), and the transition rate from State 1 to State 0 is denoted by μij (t). 

When we sample Xij (t) at a sampling interval Δt, the resulting random series {Xij (kΔt)} can be 

regarded as the output of a two-state discrete-time Markov chain. This Markov chain is called the 

discrete time link connectivity model (DTLCM) for Link i ↔ j. The transition probability from State m 

to State n (m, n = 0, 1) is denoted by pmn (t).  

In the following context, the subscripts i and j are omitted where no ambiguity occurs and within a 

certain interval, λ(t), μ (t) and pmn (t) are independent of t, which can be denoted by λ, μ and pmn 

respectively. Meanwhile, by sampling the output Xij (t) of the CTLCM, we can obtain the transition 

probability matrix of the DTLCM: 

 ⎥
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Under the above described model, we can estimate the future link states based on the transition 

probabilities at present time, as long as the time we estimate lies in the same interval as the present 

time. 

2.2 Link Stability Metrics 

To define the link stability metrics, we start with the following definition. 

Definition 1: A continuous time (or respectively, discrete time) Markov chain of finite states is 

piecewise homogeneous when its transition rates (or probabilities) are constant over partitioned time 

intervals, but not constant over the whole time axis. More precisely, given a Markov chain with K 

states, let ρm ′n ′ (t) denote the transition rate (or probability) from State m′ to State n′ (m′, n′ = 0, 1, …, 

K−1), and T1, T2, …, Tq, …, TQ be discrete points on the time axis. If for ),[, 121 +∈∀ qq TTtt , ]1,1[ −∈ Qq , 

we have ρm ′n ′ (t1) = ρm ′n ′ (t2); but for ),[ 11 +∈∀ qq TTt , ),[ 12 qq TTt −∈ , ]1,2[ −∈ Qq , there exists some m′, n′, 

such that  ρm ′n ′ (t1) ≠ ρm ′n ′ (t2), then the corresponding Markov chain is piecewise homogeneous, and the 

intervals [Tq, Tq+1) are called the homogeneous intervals of the Markov chain. 
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Since the CTLCM is a continuous time Markov chain, the waiting time of a state transition has an 

exponential distribution [29]. Let η01 denote the waiting time of State 0 to State 1 transition, and η10 

denote the waiting time of State 1 to State 0 transition. Within a specific homogeneous interval, we 

have 
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where τ ≥ 0. 

Let tp denote the present time, we evaluate the link stability probability when the link remains 

connected for time τ (called the remaining probability): 

 τμτητ )(
10 e}{)( pt

remain Pp −=>=  (5) 

and the probability the link recovers within time τ after a link failure (called the recovering 

probability): 

 τλτητ )(
01 e1}{)( pt

recover Pp −−=≤=  (6) 

premain (τ) is generally more significant than precover (τ), since the probability of the link remains 

connected for a given time τ can be used to estimate how long the link is connected. However, in many 

scenarios of ad-hoc networks, especially when hidden terminals are present, collisions are likely to 

occur which may result in a temporal loss of packets. Therefore, introducing precover (τ) is necessary as 

it can be adopted to determine whether a link failure is temporal.  

3 Link Stability Estimation 

The main task of link stability estimation is to estimate the probabilities denoted in (5) and (6). 

Since the remaining and recovering probabilities for different values of τ have to be estimated, it is 

more convenient to estimate the transition rates λ(tp) and μ(tp) in the CTLCM and evaluate premain (τ) 

and precover (τ) according to (5) and (6). In this section, we discuss methods to estimate λ(tp) and μ(tp). 

We first consider the case where all the link state samples are from the homogeneous interval, then 

discuss how to deal with samples from different homogeneous intervals, and finally outline the 

procedure of link stability estimation.  
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3.1 Transition Rate Estimation 

To estimate the transition rates in the CTLCM, we firstly consider that all the link state samples are 

from the homogeneous interval tp, and omit the variable tp for simplicity. The time of link connection 

or disconnection has an exponential distribution. Hence, a straightforward idea is to estimate λ and μ 

with the reciprocal value of the mean continuous connection or disconnection time of a link. However, 

since we can only obtain the link connectivity at discrete time instants by sending periodically beacons 

in practice, the connection or disconnection time is actually truncated and may increase estimation 

errors. In this paper, we propose an estimation scheme, and estimate the transition probabilities pmn in 

the DTLCM. Based on the estimated transition probabilities, the transition rates λ and μ in the CTLCM 

can be obtained. 

3.1.1 Estimating pmn 

Each node in the network broadcasts beacons periodically to notify its presence to other nodes 

within its transmission range. When we set the interval of beacons equal to Δt, we obtain samples of 

the connectivity of Link i ↔ j based on whether Node i has received a beacon from Node j at each 

sampling instant. And the sampled link connectivity is the output of the DTLCM. Hence, the transition 

probability pmn can be estimated based on the link state samples at discrete time instants. 

Since the DTLCM within the homogeneous interval containing tp is a two-state discrete-time 

homogeneous Markov chain, its transition probability matrix can be expressed by: 

 ⎥
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where pm0 + pm1 = 1. Let 
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where Xk = X (kΔt) and Z is the set of integers. The probability function (p.f.) of Ym is 
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Obviously, Ym has a Bernoulli distribution with parameter pmm. Its expectation μ = pmm, and its 

variance σ2 = pmm (1 − pmm). 

Since pm0 + pm1 = 1, we only have to estimate p00 and p11, then p01 and p10 can be calculated easily. 

Let t0 be the latest sampling instant in the DTLCM prior to the present time tp, and C(L) = { c(t) : t = t0 

− LΔt, t0 − (L−1)Δt, … , t0} be the set of sample values, where c(t) ∈ {0, 1} denotes the link 

connectivity at time t, and L is a positive integer which indicates how many samples we take into 

account in our estimation. In our preliminary discussion, we regard L as the number of all the stored 

samples which varies when the samples are from different homogeneous intervals, which will be 

described in Section 3.2. 

Since the future state is determined by the current state in the Markov process, we need to consider 

the transitions between two consecutive samples rather than the individual sample values. We 

categorize the transitions into two groups: one group contains the transitions starting at State 0, and the 

other group contains the transitions starting at State 1. Let Nm (L) denote the number of transitions 

starting at State m in the set C(L), then the frequency of State m to State m transitions in the set C(L) 

can be denoted by )(Lym . More precisely, 
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The remaining problem is to perform an estimation of the parameter in the p.f. of a Bernoulli 

distribution.  

Although the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) of pmm is )(Lym [30], some problems will arise 

when the sample size Nm (L) is small. This problem is more likely to occur shortly after a node 

initialization, since insufficient link state samples have been collected in that case. A solution to this 

problem is using the Bayes estimator which intends to minimize the expected mean squared error of the 

estimated parameter. The Bayes estimator of pmm [30] is 
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When ∞→)(LNm , )(ˆ Lyp mmm = , which is equal to the MLE value of pmm and is unbiased.  

3.1.2 Estimating λ and μ 

After we estimated pmn in the DTLCM, we propose a method to estimate the transition rates λ and μ 

in the CTLCM. The estimation of the transition rates is based on the condition that the link break and 

reconnect (or vice versa) with a negligible probability α1 within one sampling interval Δt. We make 

some restrictions on the value of the sampling interval Δt to satisfy the condition above, so that 
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Eqs. (16) and (17) have no analytical solution. For applications with strict requirements, they can be 

solved numerically and even in real time. While in ordinary cases, Δt can be set to a fixed value that is 

selected experimentally. Under the above condition, the transition probability matrix of the DTLCM 

can be simplified as 
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Then the transition rates in the CTLCM can be easily solved by 
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Eq. (19) indicates that λ is a function of p00 and μ is a function of p11. The MLE estimators of λ and 

μ under the condition ∞→)(LNm can be obtained by 
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If 00p̂ and 11p̂ maximize the likelihood function, λ̂ and μ̂  maximize the likelihood function. With 

ordinary values of Nm (L), λ̂ and μ̂ are also likely equal to their actual values since they are evaluated 

from 00p̂ and 11p̂ that have minimal expected mean squared estimation errors. 

By substituting (20) into (5) and (6), premain (Δt) and precover (Δt) can be directly evaluated from the 

estimated transition probabilities 00p̂ and 11p̂ , getting rid of the assumption that waiting time of link 

transitions are exponentially distributed in prior literatures. From the simulation results in Section 5, 

we will see that even with a non-Markov process, our proposed method can still make relatively correct 

estimation of premain (τ) and precover (τ) when τ is small. 

3.2 Sampling window size selection 

Now we consider the case where the collected samples are from different homogeneous intervals. 

This may happen when the node changes its mobility within the time of its operation, which causes a 

change in the transition rates λ and μ and the transition probabilities pmn respectively.  

Since the exact boundary points between homogeneous intervals are difficult to find, and in some 

cases the speed of a node is a continuous function of time or the variation of the actual transition 

probabilities are so slight that they are not observable from the samples. We can regard those samples 

that are dramatically different from the recent samples from the previous homogeneous interval. 

Therefore, the boundary point can be seen as the time instant when λ, μ and pmn significantly vary from 

their previous values or the time instant when slight variations add up to a significant variation.  

The problem of finding the latest boundary point can be regard as choosing an appropriate sampling 

size L. The time interval in which the link state is sampled called sampling window which is equal to 

LΔt, should be set appropriately to balance between the number of samples and the transient response 

of a dramatic change in link stability. In other words, when the channel state is relative stability, L 

should increase and the variance of the estimated parameters can be reduced. When the channel state 

changes dramatically, L should decrease to avoid the influence of past state.  
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We adopt the hypothesis testing method to find the optimal L. Its main idea is to expand the 

sampling window in the direction of past time, i.e. increase L by one at each step. After each expansion, 

the transition probabilities pmn(tp) are estimated. Then we test the hypothesis with H0: {the transition 

probabilities throughout the sampling window are equal to the estimated values}, and continue the 

expansion until the hypothesis is rejected. The hypothesis value of L before the rejection is returned as 

the optimal sample size, and the transition probabilities pmn (tp) estimated with that value of L are used 

for further processing. 

 

Fig. 1. Example of homogeneous intervals and sampling window. 

Let Ym1, Ym2, … , YmN be the N samples from the sample space of Ym. Since Ym has a Bernoulli 

distribution as described in Section 3.1, from the Central Limit Theorem, we know that when N is 

sufficiently large, the distribution of 
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is approximately a standard normal distribution. Hence, considering the samples from C(L), the 

rejection region for H0: {pmm = pmm0} with significant level α2 is 
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where uα is the α-quantile of the standard normal distribution, and pmm0 is the hypothesis testing 

probability for H0. 
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To test whether the estimated values 00p̂ and 11p̂ are correct within the entire sampling window, we 

consider a union set of hypothesis. The rejection region for the hypothesis H0: { 0000 p̂p = and 

1111 p̂p = within C(L)} is 

 UU
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l m mmmmm
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Eq. (23) indicates that we test whether the hypothesis is accepted for all possible intervals from the 

present time tp on to the past direction, rather than only the entire sampling window. The reason is 

when the sampling window contains different homogeneous intervals, the estimation may be correct for 

the entire sampling window, however it is less likely to be correct for a subinterval containing tp. 

In order to make the Central Limit Theorem be applicable, we should assure a sufficiently large 

Nm(l), and the rejection region for H0: { 0000 p̂p = and 1111 p̂p = within C(L)} can be modified as 
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where Nmin is the minimum number of transitions (which is obtained from the samples as described in 

Section 3.1) starting from State 0 or State 1. When the sample size is too small, (22) and (23) make no 

sense since they are derived based on the Central Limit Theorem. Hence, the hypothesis can only be 

rejected when the amount of samples is sufficient.  

3.3 The Estimation Process 

Define that Node i is responsible for the stability of Link i ↔ j, according to the above discussions, 

the pseudo code of the estimation process can be formulated by Algorithm 1. 

Lmax is the total number of stored samples. In addition, the samples outside the sampling window are 

freed from memory when they have never been included in the sampling window for a pre-defined time 

period. The hypothesis testing process contains one loop itself and the complexity of the above 

estimation process is O(L2). 
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Algorithm 1: Pseudo code of estimation process 

for L = 1, 2, …, Lmax do 

{Estimate 00p̂ and 11p̂  according to (12)}; 

if (H0: { 0000 p̂p = and 1111 p̂p = within C(L)}  

is rejected according to (24)) break; 

0000 p̂p st ← , 1111 p̂p st ← ; 

stpp 0000ˆ ← , stpp 1111ˆ ← ; 

{Estimate λ̂ and μ̂  according to (20)}; 

           {Evaluate the stability according to (5) and (6)}; 

The estimation process can be simplified by solving an acceptance interval [pmm1, pmm2] for a 

specific set of samples, so that if the estimated transition probability ],[ˆ 21 mmmmmm ppp ∈ , H0: {pmm = mmp̂ } 

is accepted. This interval can be easily solved from (22): 
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where 2
2/1 2

)( α−+= uLNa m , ])()(2[ 2
2/1 2α−+−= uLyLNb mm  and )()( 2 LyLNc mm= . 

To simplify the estimation process further, we regard samples with the same link state as samples 

from the same homogeneous interval, which is a general case since we have to sample at a much higher 

rate than the mobility variation in order to estimate the transition probabilities. With this consideration, 

the probabilities only need to be estimated when a change in link connectivity occurs at the left 

boundary point of the sampling window. Otherwise, the sampling window continues to expand. By this 

method, the computational time of the estimation process can be saved. The resulting simplified 

estimation process is listed in Algorithm 2. The complexity of the simplified estimation process is O(L). 

The estimation results of these two schemes are the same. 
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Algorithm 2: Pseudo code of simplified estimation 
process 

[p001st, p002st] ← [0,1], [p111st, p112st] ← [0,1]; 

for L = 1, 2, …, Lmax do 

if (c(t0 − LΔt) = c(t0 − (L − 1) Δt)) continue; 

 {Estimate 00p̂ and 11p̂  according to (12)}; 

 {Calculate p001, p002, p111 and p112 from (24)}; 

],[],[],[ 002001002001002001 pppppp stststst ∩← , 

],[],[],[ 112111112111112111 pppppp stststst ∩← ; 

if (( ],[ˆ 00200100 stst ppp ∉ and N0(L) > Nmin) 

or ( ],[ˆ 11211111 stst ppp ∉  and N1(L) > Nmin))  

break; 

0000 p̂p st ← , 1111 p̂p st ← ; 

stpp 0000ˆ ← , stpp 1111ˆ ← ; 

{Estimate λ̂ and μ̂  according to (20)}; 

{Evaluate the stability according to (5) and (6)}; 

3.4 Routing Selection Strategy 

In this section, we first propose a method to classify the nodes based on the estimated link stability. 

Then we present a routing selection strategy with link stability estimation. A link can be considered as 

stable if the link stability estimation value is higher than a upper bound value 3α , and the link can be 

considered as unstable if the link stability estimation value is below a lower bound 4α . Otherwise, we 

consider the link is relatively stable. 

In order to make full use of the advantages of different routing protocols under different link 

stability states, we propose a routing combination protocol containing different protocols, i.e. OLSR, 

AODV and ZRP. Our Routing Combination Protocol under Link Estimation (RCPLE) routing algorithm 

is carried out as follows: (1) we firstly conduct link stability estimation according to Section 3.1, and 

classified the nodes into fixed, relatively fixed and mobility nodes; (2) we adopt different sampling 

windows based on the estimated link stability according to Section 3.2; (3) we switch over different 

routing protocols dynamically according to the estimated link states; for example, if the link is 
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considered stable, we adopt the OLSR protocol; we choose the AODV protocol when the link is 

considered unstable, and we employ the ZRP protocol in other situations. 

4 Simulation Results 

The performance of the proposed estimation scheme is evaluated using OPNET simulations. A 1000 

× 1000 m2 rectangular network area is considered. The transmission range of the nodes in the network 

is 250 m, and the data rate is 11 Mbps. In the simulations, we take α2 = 0.02, Δt = 3 s and Nmin = 100. 

The values of α2 and Nmin determine the length of homogeneous interval, if α2 is too large or Nmin is too 

small, the homogeneous interval will be very small, which results in inaccuracy of the estimation. On 

the contrary, if the homogeneous interval is too large, it is hard to track the real-time variations of the 

link. The value of Δt should be set small enough to guarantee the link break and reconnect (or vice 

versa) with a negligible probability, however Δt should not be too small, because the estimated value is 

the most accurate when τ = Δt. 

4.1 Performance of the Link Stability Estimation Scheme 

We first evaluate the performance of the link stability estimation scheme by placing only two nodes 

in the network area, where one node is placed at the center of the network area and the other node 

moves according to a specific mobility model. This is a simplification of multiple-node networks. Each 

simulation was run with 20 different random seeds to evaluate the overall performance. The first 

mobility model we use is the random walk model with the epochs (i.e. the time the velocity remains 

unchanged) being exponentially distributed with mean 20 s, as suggested in [10]. We consider the case 

in non-stationary networks where the moving node moves at a fixed speed within a specific time 

interval, but changes its speed among different intervals. The simulation length is set to 50000 s. In 

each interval of 10000 s, the moving node moves at a fixed speed. The set of speed in different time 

intervals is {10, 30, 5, 20, 40} m/s. The average values of the estimated transition rates are compared 

with their actual values which are computed from the reciprocal mean connected and unconnected time 

of the link. It can be observed from Fig. 2 that the estimated values follow the actual values despite of 

some slight deviation. One reason for this deviation is due to the assumption that pe0 and pe1 are small. 
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Another reason is that the random process describing the link connectivity has the Markov property, is 

not exactly true in real scenarios. Hence, the transition rates computed are not exactly equal to the 

values estimated by (20). 
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Fig. 2. Transition rates. 

To further study the selection of the sampling window, we examine the sampling window length LΔt 

at different simulation time. Fig. 3 shows that after a change in speed, the sampling window length 

greatly decreases, while it generally increases with time when the speed remains constant. This 

tendency is in our expectation as discussed in Section 3.2. The reason is that the link connectivity may 

change frequently when the distance between the two nodes fluctuates around the transmission range; 

and when the distance is significantly smaller or larger than the transmission range, the link may 

remain connected or unconnected for a long time since the speed is low. This may lead the link 

stability estimation scheme to decrease the sampling window length in order to cover the most recent 

trend. 
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Fig. 3. Sampling window length. 

Another important issue we have to study is whether the estimated remaining probability premain (τ) 

and recovering probability precover (τ) are equal to their actual values. We consider a stationary network 

and set the simulation length to 10000 s. The estimated probabilities are compared with the actual 
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frequency the link remains connected for time τ or recovers within time τ during simulation. Fig. 4 (a) 

shows the results when the moving node moves at a fixed speed v = 10 m/s, Fig. 4 (b) shows the results 

when v is uniformly distributed between 10 m/s and 19 m/s, and in Fig. 4 (c) v = 20 m/s. We also 

consider the scenario where two nodes move together in the network area, one at speed v1 = 10 m/s and 

the other at v2 = 20 m/s as shown in Fig. 5. Then we use the random waypoint model as the mobility 

model for the moving node and examine the performance with different pause time, as shown in Fig. 6. 

It can be observed that all the estimation results are approximately equal to the actual situations. 

Deviations are also due to pe0 and pe1 as discussed above. 
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Fig. 4. Remaining and recovering probabilities with random walk model, one node moving: (a) v = 10 m/s, (b) v ∈ [10, 19] 

m/s, (c) v = 20 m/s. 
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The above results are obtained with the random walk or random waypoint model. The next question 

is whether the proposed scheme can be generalized to other mobility patterns, especially when the 

nodal mobility is not random. We still place one node fixed at the center. But we set the moving node 

to move in a “ ” formed trajectory. In this scenario, the actual link connectivity is a periodic function 

of time and is no longer random. Fig. 6 shows the results for this scenario when the moving node 

moves at speed v = 10 m/s and v = 20 m/s respectively. The deviations are large at some values of τ, 

since the Markov process does not hold in this scenario. However, the estimated values are relatively 

correct when τ is small. This makes sense in real applications since, on one hand, the flow duration of 

applications is generally short; on the other hand, the exact remaining probability is not quite important 

when the probability is lower than a certain threshold, because we consider the link as unstable anyway. 

And remaining probabilities are more significant in link stability evaluation. 
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Fig. 5. Remaining and recovering probabilities with random walk model, two nodes moving,  v1 = 10 m/s, v2 = 20 m/s. 
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Fig. 6. Remaining and recovering probabilities with non-random movement, one node moving: (a) v = 10 m/s, (b) v = 20 m/s. 

4.2 Performance of the Routing Selection Scheme 

To evaluate the performance of the routing selection scheme, we place 40 nodes in the network area. 

We divide the nodes into two groups. Group I contains 20 nodes. These 20 nodes are selected as fixed 

nodes, and formed a 4 × 5 grid with 175 m separation between neighboring nodes. The nodes from 

Group I represent a fixed backbone network and remain in their locations throughout the whole 

simulation. Group II contains the other 20 nodes. These are initially placed randomly in the network 

area. They move according to the random walk model at an average speed which is set to {0.5, 1, 2, 5, 

10, 20, 40} m/s respectively in these routing protocols. Each simulation was run with 100 different 

random seeds to obtain the overall performance. Two nodes (one from Group I and one from Group II) 

are selected to generate packets and send them to random destinations, at a packet rate 0.5 pk/s. The 

length of each packet is 1024 bit.  

We first compare the packet delivery rate among three different routing protocols, namely, OLSR, 

AODV and ZRP protocols, which are representations of proactive, reactive and hybrid routing 

protocols respectively. Packet delivery rate (or success rate) is defined as the ratio of the number of 

packets received to the number of packets sent [7]. It can be observed from Fig. 7 that performances of 

the OLSR protocol are the best when nodes are static, however, as the node speed increases, the packet 

transmission rate decreases. This is because OLSR is a proactive routing protocol, and each node 

constructs and maintains routing information of all the other nodes no matter whether there exists 

communication demands or not. For the AODV protocol, when the nodes are static, the performance is 

not better than the OLSR protocol, when the speed increases to 15m/sec, the packet transmission rate 
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reaches the maximum value. That is because AODV transmits data according to whether there are 

demands or not, and the routing table is construct and maintained on demand. For the ZRP protocol, we 

can draw the conclusion that when the nodes are slight mobile, the packet transmission rate achieves 

the max value. This is because it combines proactive and reactive protocols in an organic way and 

adopt different routing protocols in different scenarios. As the speed extends to some extent, the 

delivery rates of these three single protocols descend quickly due to the highly varying topology of the 

40-node network.  
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Fig. 7. Packet delivery rate for different random walk speeds. 

Since our proposed routing strategy RCPLE is a combination of these three different routing 

protocols and one of them is selected according to the estimated link stability, the choice of the upper 

and lower bounds affects the performance of the network. We have run simulations to compare the 

performance of the network for different upper and lower bounds, and found that for the network we 

simulated, good packet delivery performance is provided when the upper bound 3α  equals to 0.7 and 

the lower bound 4α  equals to 0.4 . Although ZRP is a hybrid routing protocol combining proactive and 

reactive routing protocols, it only considers regional radius (measured by the hop number) and neglects 

the link connection or stability within each hop. Our proposed routing algorithm selects paths 

according to the estimated link stability and changes the sampling window size according to the packet 
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delivery rate, which is more dynamic than the ZRP protocol. Therefore, the proposed protocol 

outperforms ZRP as well. 

5 Conclusions 

The link stability estimation scheme we proposed in this paper is based on link connectivity changes 

and is easy to implement. Compared with link associativity based estimation schemes, the proposed 

scheme focus on a probabilistic model and the estimation results have explicit meanings both in theory 

and practice. Meanwhile, the proposed scheme is simpler than the methods using GPS or low layer 

measurements, and it is not restricted to a specific network topology. We adopted a variable sized 

sampling window which is more flexible for the dynamic link state, and is also a major contribution in 

our work.  

Since link state has a pervasive impact on routing process, we proposed a routing method which 

adjusts its operating mode based on the estimated link stability. Simulation results show that the 

proposed stability estimation scheme is able to estimate the link stability in both stationary and non-

stationary scenarios and the proposed routing method enhances packet delivery rate effectively in ad-

hoc networks. Future work can be focused on reducing the fluctuation of the sampling window length. 
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